
APPROVED CLUB UNIFORM

Calling all Pegasus riders, we’re arranging a club kit order! Whatever your aspirations, be 

it racing in National Championships, at the club races, or just showing off your colours 

when you’re on the group ride, this is your chance to get your own Pegasus 

Similar to the last kit order, we’re going to be using Champion Systems and we will be 

keeping the kit design very similar to previous years, with minor adjustments to the 

sponsors’ logos on the uniform. As a guide, ch

To simplify the ordering process, we will be using Champion Systems’ CS Direct service, 

where everyone will be able to log in to the Champion Systems website and se

pay for their own kit. 

We aim to have this live in the next two weeks or so and an update will go out when the 

kit store is open. Uniforms will take between 4 and 6 weeks to manufacture from the 

date we close the store (currently at the start of February) and will be delivered to the 

club for dis

Good fitting kit is probably the first step to liking your kit, so we’ve arranged to have a 

number of kit samples available to try on for size or to chec

features. 

To reach the most people, I want to make the sample

starting this weekend at the year

and jerseys in XS-XL and women’s specific jerseys in XS

arm warmers. 
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